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Proceedings

• Offer from EPJC
• Will be signed by LOC chair
• Will send signed document after abstract submission and estimating the number of talks.
Plan

• Booklet 제작 timeline 정리
  • Abstract submission 끝나고 Talk 정보가 셋업 되면 만들기 시작

• Proceeding timeline 정리
  • Prepare draft version of announcement
  • When to announce the timeline
  • Submission deadline
  • Review timeline
  • Finalized publication timeline
  • Etc..
• EPJC : Basic online publication

Publishing rates – *(Prices are indicated without VAT)*

**Basic online publication**

For your publication, the minimum required is 25 articles. Articles should be written in English.

Organizers provide **camera-ready PDF articles**, properly generated, named and submitted as indicated in the guidelines of the journal. The basic online publication includes:

- Preparation of the online metadata (title, authors, affiliations, abstract, references),
- Attribution of DOI Names and indexation to CrossRef®,
- Online publication of the PDF articles and creation of HTML metadata
- All online articles are published in colours,
- Indexation in main databases,
- Access to journal’s services (recommend this article, download citation, metrics, citation tracking…) and links to social bookmarking websites,
- Archiving and maintenance for an unlimited time.

500,00 €

+ 29,00 € per Submission

• Based on 100 papers : 500 + 29 * 100 = 3400 Euro
• EPJC : Optional services

**Optional services**

• **Submission system**

EDP Sciences provides you an online tool, which optimizes the management of the scientific contents of your event. It facilitates various steps of the scientific secretariat (submission, reviewing and selection), and automates a number of exchanges between authors, reviewers and organizers. A free demo of our system can be made available on request.

450,00 €

+5,00 € per Submission

• Based on 100 papers : 450 + 5 * 100 = 950 Euro
EPJC : Optional services

Checking PDF

An editorial secretary from EDP Sciences checks the quality of the PDFs and the common errors:
- Random and/or incorrect symbols instead of some symbols or certain fonts,
- Figures or tables missing,
- Text appearing over figures or tables,
- Wrong numbering of figures, tables, equations, and subtitles,
- Authors’ affiliation missing.

3,00 € per Page

Based on 100 papers : 3 * 100 = 300 Euro
We can pass this option. The next one looks better.
Proceedings

• EPJC: Optional services

  • Checking PDF with English polishing

  We propose **standard editing** to address the publication needs of research proceedings authors. Standard editing means:
  - Edit into proper British English without causing misinterpretations or rewriting for stylistic reasons
  - Edit for grammar, clarity, and consistency
  **Spelling** - Sentence structure check, English word choice, clarity, parallel structure, tone, voice, redundancy. A complex sentence or incomprehensible sentence can be subject to a query
  **Grammar** - Subject-verb agreement, article usage, prepositions, pronouns and determiners, adverbs and adjectives
  **Punctuation** - Commas, colons, semicolons, dashes, quotation marks, apostrophes
  **Spelling consistency** - In active/passive form, first/third person, present/past tense
  **Conformity with English typographical rules** - double spaces, spaces after and before punctuations, nonbreaking space between numbers and units.
  **Fast:** 7 day turnaround time - for a conference of about 300 pages
  17,00 € per Page

• Based on 100 papers: \( 17 \times 100 = 1700 \) Euro
• **EPJC : Optional services**

  • **Premium**

  We create a webpage devoted to your conference, which will archive the main information concerning your meeting: aims and scope, organizing committees, partners, sponsors, etc ex : https://www.epj-conferences.org/articles/epjconf/abs/2021/05/contents/contents.html

  500,00 €

  **Taxes Guidelines**

  Customers within the European Union will be charged VAT (20%), unless customers can provide us with a valid VAT number. Customers outside the European Union won’t be charged VAT.

• Basic : 3400 Euro

• Checking PDF with English Polishing : 1700 Euro

• Premium (dedicated site) : 500 Euro

• Total : $5600 + 1120 \text{ Vat (20\%)} = 6720 \text{ Euro} \sim 910 \text{ 만원 (1 유로 1350원 기준)}}$